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	Adjusting Archtypes for a Furry 
Campaign.

Introduction

	Shadowrun offers just about everything a fan could want in an 
SF&F setting.  Near future, magic & technology and a positive 
outlook (lots of bad things have happened but the world is getting 
better now and the player-characters are there to make it happen).  
The only thing the rules lack is furry characters.

	Furry characters can be created and added to any campaign by 
adjusting the archtypes provided in the rules.  As with humans, 
there should be both furries and metafurry characters.  For 
generally purposes add both Furry and MetaFurry as options on the 
charts on page 53 of the Shadowrun (corrected fourth printing).

	Metafurries should be a choice on the archtype chart of 4, 
just like metahumans, with the same limits and requirements (i.e. 
metafurry initiates take magic as 3, metafurry adepts take magic as 
2, all metafurries check for allergies).

	Plain furries can be any choice to 1 (furry cannot be taken as 
priority 0 under race).  Initiates take magic as 4, adepts take 
magic as 3 (just like normal humans).

	This means that most species of furries are treated as 
normals.  For my purposes, Cats are treated as metafurries 
(calculate like elves), except my Cat shamen are plain furries.  
Tigers and Bears are 50% metafurries (treat as trolls) and 50% 
normal genespliced/genengineered humans.  Boars are metafurries 
(treat as Orks), as are Badgers (treat as Dwarves).  The following 
archtype adjustments fit furries:

Adaptations

	Cat Decker:  treat as elven decker (metafurry)
	Natural Lowlight eyes, reduced color vision (increased number 
of rods, reduced number of cones), Superior motion detection (-1 to 
all related target numbers), check for allergic reaction as for all 
metafurries.

	Tiger Samuri:  treat as street samurai. (50% as troll samurai, the others as normal samurai but +1 to body and strength, -1 to 
quickness and intelligence).

	Cat Shaman:  treat as street shamen.  
	Most magically aware Cats do not have natural low-light vision 
and do not have any allergies due to differences in the genesplice 
sources.  Shamen Cats do have successful full human color vision.  
(i.e. they are not metafurries if they are shamen).
 	Dog Heavy Infantry:  treat as mercenary from archtypes.  -1 
charisma, +1 willpower.

	Boar Heavy:  treat as Orc Mercenary.  Note that the species 
limit on charisma and intelligence is 2, quickness is 4, strength 
is 6, body is 8 (as is proper for a metafurry).  Boars have 
lowlight eyes, the usual metafurry allergy (mild only) and a check 
for level of stench (all boars smell bad).
	Boars are heavily modified human species derived types.  One 
should really typify them as heavily modified boars rather than 
genengineered humans.  They have the rough skin, sexual quirks, 
bristles, stench and dietary limits of boars.
	Boar Heavy troops were designed to allow for economical 
biological breeding programs.  Embryos can be implanted into sows, 
humans, the most inexpensive of clone tanks, or born live.  
Typically, a genenginered boartype will bear six to nine live young 
per pregnancy. 
	Full maturation takes only six years (less if forced).  This 
genetype has regrettable losses to intellect and likeability, but 
for heavy duty cannon fodder, there is none better.

Mongoose Rigger:  treat as rigger.
	Species limits on attributes are Body 4, Quickness 8, Strength 
3, Charisma, Intelligence & Willpower 6 (thus -1 body, -1 strength, 
+1 quickness, +1 charisma).

	Feral Ferret:  treat as tribesman--no changes.
	The feral ferret is at her best in the wild untamed streets of 
the modern city.  With her gang, she is a match for any interloper.

	Dog Mage:  treat as Ex-Wage Mage
	The Dog mage is exactly like the ex-wage mage.  A hermetic 
counterpart to the cat shamen, he is more sociable, more domestic 
but not necessarily any more rational.

	Mongoose Security Officer:  treat as former company man, 
except change the attributes as follows:  Body -1; Quickness +1; 
Strength -1; Charisma +1.  The rest of the archtype description 
remains the same.
	The mongoose security forces were the inside men, bodyguards 
and back-ups for interior work.  They still function in those 
roles.

	Tiger Heavy:  treat as troll (metafurry, troll-like allergies, 
etc.)
	The tiger heavy is all muscle and little else.  Equal to a 
troll (or almost so), the tiger heavy makes his or her way without 
technological enhancements or magic.
	Check for allergies, etc. as for troll rather than normal 
metafurry.

	Lynx* or Mynx** Entertainer:  treat as Rocker with the 
following changes:  Body -1; Quickness +1; Strength -1; Charisma 
+1; the rest the same as the Rocker. 	*For Lynx, if Strength 
limit is 3, Quickness limit is 7.  If Strength limit is 4, 
Quickness limit is 6.  There are two Lynx strains that were 
engineered.
	For Mynx** (Lynx/Mink cross), also make the character a 
physical adept, (Use the following priorities Attributes 4, Magic 
3, Tech 2, Race 1, Skills 0).  Very focused, very shallow in 
skills.  (Entertainment Skill (choose one) 7, Atheletics 6, Armed 
Combat 4).

	Mink Essence Pool//Breeder.  Body 2; Quickness 6; Strength 2; 
Charisma 7; Intelligence 5; Willpower 3; Essence 8; metafurry; 
physical adept; 20 points skills (Unarmed Combat 6, Atheletics 6; 
Stealth 6, Other [choose one] 2); wrist watch & change of clothes.
	Note:  for the mink metafurry as a physical initiate, essence 
is only 7.  Body 1, Quickness 5, Strength 1, Charisma 7, 
Intelligence 5, Willpower 4, Essence 7; Athletics 6, Biotech 6, 
Sorcery (or Conjuring) 6, Stealth 2.  (remember, slave masters 
trained these with the intent that they act as toy slaves, provide 
essence/karma, and do some useful work related to keeping up the 
essence pools. 

	Cat Tribal:  treat as elven gang member.
	This character is generated the same as a gang member 
archtype.  When left to fend for themselves in the wild, the feral 
cats were unskilled and unprepared for life.  The city gangs 
they've found since suit them just fine.

	Badger:  the badgers were used as general purpose military 
engineering troops.  The distribution of survivors worked out in 
equivlent archtypes and contacts as 50% dwarven technicians 
(metafurry); 20% dwarven engineers (former company men with 
engineering 5 instead of unarmed combat and physical science 4 instead of etiquette)(not metafurry), 20% dwarven samurai 
(metafurry) and 10% dwarven deckers (metafurry).


NOTES ON ALL GENESPLICERS

	Most genesplicers were taught English as a use language and 
Latin as a code language.  They also picked up some city speak from 
the menials that worked the projects.  Genesplicers/furries may 
thus take English, City Speak or Latin as primary language and must 
take at least 2 points (if they have them) in the other languages.

	They may take a romance language instead of English (treat as 
certified for sale to either Ireland {taught the romance language 
so that they would be isolated from the common metahumans of the 
new elvish kingdom there} or France).  Those will benefit in 
purchasing Latin as a second language.

	All adepts and initiates may take Latin or Icelandic as a 
focus skill.
 	As is common for metahuman design, all metafurries get 3 net 
extra characteristic points, some alterations on racial maximums, 
an allergy check and low light eyes.  (That is the standard 
metahuman package).  Those with a specific orientation (e.g. 
badgers and dwarves) get the additional benefits and liabilities of 
the metatype (e.g. Tiger/Troll gets the additional points and 
abilities as well as the worsened allergies; Badger/Dwarf gets the 
preference for living underground, etc.).

In Addition

	My source of furries in Shadowrun is the Engitech slave 
program -- a cheaply budgeted program to uplift animals for use as 
servants, skilled labor, etc.  To save on costs, Engitech 
gene-spliced human and animal stocks and produced cosmetically 
altered human (and metahuman) individuals, which they then sold.

	These first stage furries were clones grown in forced growth 
mediums and with artificial memories, marketed as esthetically 
remodled animals with biological skill-softs embeded in organic 
computers.  They proved remarkably flexible and popular.

	The truth eventally came out after numerous sales and some 
real messes.  A second stage of research was in the offing when 
Engitech went down a wormhole after some spectacular firefights.  
Most jurisdictions gave furries the same legal rights (if any) held 
by normal humans and metahumans.
	A campaign with some furries (5% or so of the population) can 
begun after the Engitech scandal clears.

	In the alternative, a campaign may add the second stage 
genengineering project.  Prior to Engitech's sudden demise as the 
victim of a physical and violent hostile takeover, several research 
groups were using viruses to implant various furry modifications.  
They anticipated large scale induction of unengineered source stock 
(i.e. lots of kidnapped victims) and saw viral adaptation as a 
selfreplicating and low overhead method of modification of 
genetypes (i.e. just expose the kidnappee to someone in a 
triage/alteration tank who has an ongoing transfer virus infection 
and the changes will proceed for free).

	One may posit a world where the viruses were released during 
the takeover and where 95% or more of the population was infected 
(and thus became furry).  It is a GM call as to whether or not the 
genotypes are changed along with the change in phenotype.

	This allows a completely (more or less) furry future.  Note 
that the rules work well even without magic (if you want a 
cyberfurry future) and that you do not have to have a greening 
future if you don't want one (though I prefer it).  Any future can 
be a furry one.

Sincerely yours,

